Le Jeu Du Prochain Train
Packet written 'for TN Masters tournament by S. Coon and K. Schmidt
1. The title event of this play is depicted only in its second scene, the rest of the
play centering on the Inauguration Service and the Liquidation Office, and a chess
player named Hugo Pludek who plays both sides of the board in more ways than one. For
ten points, name this 1963 play, the first solo play written by Vaclav [vah-slav] Havel.
A. The Garden Party (or Zahradni slavnost in Czech)
2. The catalyst, normally aluminum chloride, acts as an electron acceptor for a lone
pair of electrons on a halide atom. The polarization this causes allows electrophilic
substitution on a benzene ring. For ten points, name this class of alkylation
[al-keel-a-shun] and acylation [a-seel-a-shun] reactions whose name comes from the pair
of chemists who discovered them in 1877.
A. Friedel-Crafts reaction(s)
3. It was a well-established tradition, but this was probably small comfort to William
Slavata and Jaroslav Martinic [mar-tin-ich] as they left Hradcany castle. The local
Archbishop had violated the Letter of Majesty, and the Protestant Defenders were
gathered to resolve the issue with the two representatives of Emperor Matthias. FTP, how
do we usually refer to the unpleasant eviction of these two men and their secretary?
A. The Defenestration of Prague
4. He played football for the University of Kentucky until his graduation in 1949; he
then joined the Chicago Bears later that year. In 1953 he became the starting
quarterback, leading the league in pass completions . His career endured until 1976,
although his role later in his career shifted from that of quarterback to kicker, a
position at which he set numerous records. For ten points, name this NFL Hall of Farner,
who played an NFL-record 26 seasons.
A. George Blanda
5. He gained the admiration of Pablo Picasso and Guillaume Apollinaire with his artistic
style, which is noted for deserted scenes with striking but severe architecture painted
in dull, flat colors. This style is evident in paintings such as liThe Nostalgia of the
Infinite" and "Montparnasse Station." For ten points, name this leading Metaphysical
painter best known for "Mystery and Melancholy of a Street."
A. Giorgio de Chirico [keer-ee-ko]
6. These figures include straight lines, triangles, spirals, a spider, a monkey, a bird,
and flowers, and are known to date back to at least the twelfth century, having been
preserved by the dryness of the climate . They are virtually impossible to see from the
ground, but from the air, these designs, hundreds of feet in length, are clearly
visible. For ten points, name this group of figures found in southern Peru.
A. Nazca lines
7. His early interests were in zoology, having published an article in the field at the
age of 10, but soon after receiving his doctorate in the field he became interested in
psychology. While in Paris he devised reading tests for children, becoming interested
in their reasoning processes . For ten points, name this Swiss psychologist accorded by
many to have been the major figure in 20th-century developmental psychology.
A. Jean Piaget
8. He was one of the founding editors of National Review; ironic, as during the 20's he
had been an editor of the Communist newspaper Daily Worker. He left Communism in 1938,
having served as a messenger for the Russian spy system in Washington. For ten points,
name this man, the government's star witness in the Alger Hiss trial.
A. Whittaker Chambers

9. "The Longha ir", "The Priest of the Sun", "The Night Chanter", and "The Dawn Runner".
These are the four parts of a book describing the trials and tribulations of a young
American Indian named Abel in, for ten points, which book, which earned the 1969
Pulitzer Prize in Fiction for its author, N. Scott Momaday.
A. House Made of Dawn
10. Rising in the Spanish Pyrenees, it passes through Toulouse and a canal connects it
to the Mediterranean Sea. It merges with the Dordogne [dor-do - nyuhJ to form the Gironde
[zheer-ondJ Estuary, allowing Bordeaux to be a major port. For ten points, name this
large river of southwestern France.
A. Garonne River
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12. Hailing originally from West Chester, Pennsylvania, he entered the Curtis Institute
of Music in Philadelphia at the age of 14; after his graduation ten years later, he
devoted himself solely to composition, producing works such as his overture to The
School for Scandal and Music for a Scene with Shelley. For ten points, name this
American composer known for works such as Adagio for Strings, Dover Beach, and String
Quartet .
A. Samuel Barber
13. "It is a melancholly Object to those, who walk through this great Town, or travel
in the Country; when they see the Streets, the Roads, and Cabbin- doors crowded with
Beggars of the Female Sex, followed by three, four, or six Children, all in Rags, and
importuning every Passenger for an Alms." Thus begins, for ten points, which 1729
satirical essay by Jonathan Swift?
A. A Modest Proposal [for Preventing the Children of poor People in Ireland, from
being a Burden to their Parents or Country; and for making them beneficial to the
Publick.J
14. According to legend, this dynasty was founded by Yu, who was held to have engineered
the draining of the waters of a great flood. The end of this dynasty is said to have
come when Chieh was overthrown in a rebellion led by T'ang, who according to legend
founded the Shang dynasty . For ten points, name this legendary first Chinese dynasty.
A. Hsia [shee-uhJ dynasty
15. During his life, he was known as an Egyptologist, even accompanying Napoleon on his
1798 expedition to Egypt. His name is still well-known today, if not for his research
in antiquities, then at least for his 1822 scientific work The Analytic Theory of Heat.
For ten points, name this French luminary for whom a type of trigonometric series is
named.
A. (Jean-Baptiste-) Joseph Fourier
16. "My left yields; my right is broken through; situation excellent; I attack." So he
wrote to Marshall Joffre during the First Battle of the Marne. A veteran of the
Franco-Prussian War, he had served as a professor at the War College of France. For ten
points, name this general who rose just before the Second Battle of the Marne to supreme
commander of the Allied forces.
A. Ferdinand Foch

17. The gods Anu, Ea and Shamash decided to punish him for killing the bull of Ishtar,
so he got sick and died. But this didn't stop his shade from returning a lost drum to
Uruk and telling his best friend about the house of dust that is the underworld. For
ten points, name this wild man created by Anu and bested in a test of strength by
Gil gamesh.
A. Enkidu

lB. A clear, colorless, flammable, and slightly toxic liquid in its pure form, it was
first isolated before 1B50 from storax, a type of natural balsam. Also known as
vinylbenzene or phenylethylene, its use in industry is widespread primarily due to its
ease in polymerization. For ten points, name this hydrocarbon with formula
C-eight-H-eight used in making plastics and SBR synthetic rubber.
A. Styrene [Mod: accept vinylbenzene or phenylethylene if not already read.]
19. First performed on February 20th, 1951 at the Th\'eatre de Poche, the role of the
Maid was played by Claude Mansard, that of the Professor by Marcel Cuvelier, and that
of the Student by Rosette Zuchelli. For ten points, identify this play which shows that
"philology leads to calamity," written by Eugene Ionesco.
A. The Lesson
20. Originally founded as a secret organization, it abandoned its mystical trappings,
gave up its secrecy, and struck the word 'Noble' from its title in 1879 with the
election of Terence V. Powderly as Grand Master Workman. For ten points, name this
organization founded in 1869 by Uriah S. Stephens which lost much of its power after the
Haymarket Square Riot in 1866.
A. (Noble Order of the) Knights of Labor
21. Discovered in 1660, formally stated it says that for relatively small deformations
of an object, the size of the deformation or displacement is proportional to the force
applied to the object. Stated in mathematical terms, it is the simple equation F equals
k x. For ten points, name this law which governs the behavior of springs and other
elastic materials.
A. Hooke's Law
Techniques in this scientific discipline have been widely used in locating petroleum
reservor facts, primarily becuase oil and natural gas deposits almost always occur in
sedimentary rocks. For ten points, name this scientific discipline concerned with
describing rock successions and interpreting them in terms of a general time scale.
A. Stratigraphy [strah-tig-ruh-fee]
Supposedly they were influenced by Dadaism and Expressionism, but also by renga, a
"linked verse" form of 15th century JapaD. Riichi Yokomitsu helped found their literary
magazine, called Bungei jidai, or "The Artistic Age". For ten points, name this early
20th century literary group, most famously represented by Yasunari Kawabata.
A. Neosensualists or New Sensationalists
Molecules of these are partly lipophilic and partly hydrophilic. When inserted into a
\f-:colloid, they emulsify at the boundaries between oil and water. They can inhibit
.
corrosion, are used in the dyeing of fabrics, and include detergents. For ten points,
name these surface-tension reducers.
A. Surfactants or Surface-active agents
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Le Jeu Du Prochain Train
1. Sir Thomas Malory's Le Morte d'Arthur is one of the best-known books describing
Arthurian Legend. For the stated number of points, identify these knights who appear in
this work.
a. This knight, brother to Sir Gawain and Sir Mordred, betrayed Lancelot to King Arthur
by telling him of Lancelot's love of Guinevere.
A. Sir Agravaine ~
b. This Saracen's rivalry with Sir Tristram, for the love of Isoud among other things,
is shown several times in the book.
A. Sir Palomides
c. This knight was held to be second only to Sir Tristram and Sir Lancelot in combat
while he lived; he was slain traitorously by Sir Gawain and his brothers.
A. Sir Lamorak
2. In 1948, Warner Brothers released The Treasure of the Sierra Madre. Answer these
questions about this movie for the stated number of points.
.
a. For five points each, these two actors play Curtin and Howard, who accompany Bogart's
character in search of gold.
~
A. Tim Holt and Walter Huston (respectively)
b. For ten points, this author shrouded in mystery ~rote the novel of the same title
upon which the movie is based.
A. B. Traven [Note: the 'B' has been said to stand for several different names
according to various sources.]
c. For another ten points, this actor played Gold Hat, responsible for the oft-quoted
line, "Badges? We ain't got no badges. We don't need no badges. I don't have to show you
any stinking badges!"
A. Alfonso Bedoya
3. 30-20-10, identify the composer from the clues provided.
30. His brother Daniel finished the music he was writing for the operatic version of The
Indian Queen after his death.
20. During his career he work as an organist in Westminster Abbey during the reigns of
Charles II, James II, and William III and Mary.
10. His most famous works are The Fairy Queen and the miniature opera Dido and Aeneas.
A. Henry Purcell
4. Identify the following from u.s. history for the stated number of points.
a. A rear admiral during the Civil War, his 1840 expedition to the Pacific was the first
to recognize Antarctica as a separate continent, which he named. For ten points, name
him.
A. Charles Wilkes
b. While commanding the U.S.S. San Jacinto in 1861, Wilkes captured a British mail
packet carrying two Confederate envoys. The u.s. was later forced to apologize to the
neutral British for this unauthorized attack. For ten points, name this incident, named
for the British ship.
.
A. The Trent Affair
c. Now, for five points each, name the two captured envoys; one was a Senator from
Virginia before the war, and the other was a Senator from Louisiana and an envoy to
Mexico before the war.
A. James M. Mason and John Slidell
5. a. First, for ten points, this is a collection of hymns, charms, and rituals of the
Aryan people, who entered India from Iranian regions. Composed in archaic Sanskrit, they
date from 1500 BC to 800 BC. Name them.
A. The Vedas ~r
b. Second, for five points apiece, give the four major texts which comprise the Vedas.
A. Rig-veda, Ya';ur-veda, Sarna-veda, and Atharva-veda
V
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6. For ten points each, answer these questions on optics.
a. This is the greatest angle at which a ray of light can strike a boundary between the
medium it is in and one of a lower refractive index and still refract into the second
medium.
A. Critical angle!,/'
b. This Scottish physicist discovered that the maximum polarization of a ray of light
striking a transparent medium is achieved when the reflected and refracted rays are at
right angles.
A. Sir David Brewster G//
c. The is the effect in a lens where the image distance changes based on the wavelength
of light, and results from the refractive index of glass and many other materials
varying with wavelength.
A. Chromatic aberration
7. Answer the following about the geography of a certain island.
1. According to tradition this volcano was made by an earthquake in 286 BC. It has lain
dormant since 1707 and its name means "everlasting life". For ten points, name it.
A. Mount Fuji
2. Japan's most extensive lowland, it contains Tokyo and is drained by the Tone river
system. This strategic area was fought over intensely in the 16th century, especially
by Shingen Takeda.
A. Kanto Plain or Kwanto Plain
3. Located in Shiga Prefecture, this is the largest freshwater lake in Japan. It is
named for a similarly-shaped musical instrument. The Yodo River outlets from it to
Osaka Bay.
A. Lake Biwa or Biwa-ko
8. Answer these questions about optically active compounds for 10 pts. each.
a. What term describes substances which have molecular structures which are mirror
images of one another.
A. Enantiomorphs or enantiomers or optical isomers
b. This is the term for a mixture of equal quantities of two enantiomorphs; such a
mixture is optically incative.
A. Racemate or racemic mixture
c. The term racemate comes from racemic acid, which is a mixture of the d- and 1- forms
of which acid?
A. Tartaric acid
9. Answer the following related questions for the stated number of points.
a. For 5 pts: In what novel is the title character forbidden from practicing dentistry
when authorities learn that he lacks a license and diploma.
AN. McTeague V
b. For 5 pts., who wrote McTeague?
ANS. Frank Norris~
a. For 10 pts, name McTeague's wife who, after winning $5,000 in a lottery, becomes a
miser.
A. Trina Sieppe~
b. For 10 pts: name the onetime friend of McTeague's who snitches to the authorities and
whom McTeague kills in Death Valley.
A. Marcus Schouler
10. Answer these questions about the Italian city of Ravenna and its history for the
given number of points.
a. For five points, Ravenna is connected by canal to which sea?
A. The Adriatic Sea vi
b. For another five points, this Ostrogoth king made Ravenna the capital of the kingdom
in 493 AD.
A. Theodoric the Great or Theodoricus
c. For ten points, which barbarian king surrendered Ravenna to Theodoric the Great in
493 AD?
A. Odoacer 'V /
d. Finally, for another ten points, which Western Roman emperor moved his court there
from Rome in 402 A.D. due to the danger of barbarian invasions?
A. Honorius

15. Identify these characters which figure prominently in various of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle's short stories about Sherlock Holmes, for 10 pts. each.
a. This woman is one of the few people ever to have outwitted Sherlock Holmes, doing so
in A Scandal in Bohemia
A. Irene Adler or Norton (her married name)
b. This man calls upon Sherlock Holmes to investigate the "Red-Headed League ; "
A. Jabez Stone
c . This horse is responsible for the death of its trainer in the mystery which bears the
horse's name as its title.
A. Silver Blaze
16. Planar graphs - graphs which can be drawn in the plane with no crossing edges - have
long been a subject of study in mathematics. Answer the following questions about planar
graphs for the stated number of points.
a. For 5 points, this mathematician proved that the formula f = e - v + 2 holds for
planar graphs, where f is the number of faces, e is the number of edges, and v is the
number of vertices.
A. Leonhard Euler
b. For another 5 points each, these two mathematicians proved that it is possible for
color the faces of a planar graph without giving any pair of adjacent faces the same
color with at most four colors.
A. Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken
c. Finally, for 15 points, this Polish mathematician proved in 1930 that a graph is
planar if and only if it has no subgraph homeomorphic to K5 [read: K-five] or K{3,3}
[read: K-three-three], which are two special kinds of graphs.
A. Kazimierz Kuratowski [kur-uh-tau-skee]
17. 30-20-10-5, identify the year from the events which happened.
30: Montenegro deposes King Nicholas I and votes for union with Yugoslavia. The House
of Representatives unseats Wisconsin socialist Victor Berger.
20: The Supreme Court hands down the Schenck v. U.S. decision and the Amritsar massacre
takes place.
.
10. A police strike in Boston prompts Masachusetts Governor Calvin Coolidge to tell AFL
president Samuel Gompers, "There is no right to strike against the public safety by
anybody, anywhere, any time." Upon being named U.S. Attorney General, A. Mitchell
Palmer starts the "Palmer raids".
5. The Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act are passed, starting Prohibition.
A. 1919
18. Some of the most unusual literature of the 20th century was created by i group of
writers known as the Oulipo [ooh-lee-poh], or Ouvroir de Litterature Potentielle.
Identify these writers associated with this group for ten points each.
a. This Cuban-born author is probably the most famous of the group, with works such as
Invisible Cities and If on a Winter's Night a Traveler.
A. Italo Calvino
b. This author is probably best known for Zazie dans le m\'etro, and wrote a book of ten
sonnets which could be rearrananged in over a trillion ways by taking one line out of
each sonnet to form a new sonnet.
A. Raymond Queneau
c. This author wrote La Disparation, a novel compused entirely without use of the letter
'e', and the more famous La Vie, mode d'emploi.
A. Georges Perec

19. One particular story from Greek mythology shows that eternal life may not be quite
so good as it sounds.
1. For ten points, this Trojan prince was granted eternal life by Zeus, but not eternal
youth, dooming him to grow ever older without ever dying.
A. Tithonus
2. For another ten points, name the goddess who fell in love with Tithonus who asked
Zeus to grant him eternal life.
A. Eos or Aurora
3. For a final ten points, as Tithonus grew old, he was eventually trans- formed into
t his ani rna l.
A. Cicada or Grasshopper
20. Identify these warships of the Napoleonic era from a description for ten points
apiece.
1. These three-masted cruisers carried between 24 and 56 guns, with the main battery on
a single gun deck, and additional guns on the poop and forecastle. One example is the
USS Const itut ion.
A. frigate
2. Next in size below frigates, these three-masters carried about 20 guns on deck. They
served as dispatchers and merchantmen escorts. In the US they were called ship sloops
or sloops of war.
A. corvette
3. These ships had very little draw and an oversized mast. They could sit out of cannon
range and drop 200 -pound mortars on ports or anchored ships. They were developed by
France in the 1600 and used against the Barbary pirates.
A. bomb ketch
21 . Identify these systems of Chinese language romanization for ten points apiece.
a. Introduced in 1912, this system is named for the two Cambridge professors who
developed it, and was until recently the most popular method of transcribing Chinese
characters.
A. Wade-Giles
b. Since 1979, China has promoted two systems of romanization, one for English
translations and for promoting the Beijing dialect, and the other for publications used
in German-speaking countries. For ten points each, name them.
A. Pinyin and Lessing
22. 30-20-10, identify the person from the clues provided.
30. In 1924 he founded, along with gymnast Dorothee Guenther, the Guenther School for
gymnastics, dance, and music.
20. Works of his include the 1943 work Songs of Catullus and then 1953 work The Triumph
of Aphrodite.
10 . His most famous work is his 1937 work Carmina Burana.
A. Carl Orff
Identify from a plot synopsis each of the following short stories written by Jorge Luis
Borges, for ten points apiece.
1. The detective Erik Lonnrot solves a mystical puzzle relating three unsolved murders,
and promptly becomes the fourth victim.
A. Death and the Compass
2. In the midst of World War I, the spy Yu Tsun murders sinologist Stephen Albert in
order to communicate the name of a strategically vital town to German forces .
A. The Garden of Forking Paths
3. A shadowy and random group known as 'The Company' runs a lottery which is the basis
of daily life and reality in an ancient city.
A. The Lottery in Babylon

